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FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION MANAGER
 SOFTWARE

Christian HERBEPIN
Eurocopter France Flight Test Department

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the Flight Test Instrumentation Manager Software application internally
developed and used inside the Eurocopter Flight Test department. This fully integrated and user
friendly tool covers the all management requirement for entire life cycle of the flight test
instrumentation equipment and configuration, tracking all the main events: order, calibration,
configuration, service and repair, final disposal. FTIManager serves as a central hub between the
instrumentation team and the post processing and analysis teams.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade we have witnessed inside the Eurocopter flight test department a large
increase in the number and complexity of the flight test instrumentations. The fragmented tools
initially in place to insure the flight test instrumentation management were mainly based on
fragmented equipment manufacturer specific software, ASCII or Excel files This situation
required a huge effort of the different Flight test teams to ensure the availability, accuracy and
coherency of all the information necessary to the flight test process In order to face the challenge
of flexibility, cycle reduction and productivity required by the new helicopter programs the need
of an integrated tool covering the whole process appeared as obvious  So, in 2006, as no fully
compliant off-the-shelf software was found, it was decided to internally develop an integrated
tool able to assist the staff and ensure the traceability for all the actions relative to the flight test
instrumentation.

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

FTIManager is an integrated and modular, tool developed in Java, designed to manage all the
Flight Test Instrumentation Equipment: sensors, acquisition system, recorders, telemetry and
video items, remote control units and all the standards used during the calibration process.
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FTIManager offers the following functionality: (see Fig1)

• Flight Test Instrumentation Asset Management and tracking

• Flight Test Instrumentation Configuration Management and setup

• Equipment Calibration and Validation

• Generation of different reports and description files uses by the data reduction an
analysis software Extract and Sandra

Fig1: FTIManager overview

This software is designed in order to be:

• Easy to use -  simple and user friendly

• Secure through the use of user profiles and user password sign on

• Usable in standalone mode with a local repository or inside a network architecture with
a centralised and shared one

• Compatible  with the data reduction, analysis and display software
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

The goal of this function is to ensure a complete inventory and description (financial and
technical detail) of all the equipment likely to be present inside Flight Test Instrumentation or
reference standard involved in the calibration process.(see fig. 2)

Fig2: Equipment datasheet

FTIManager offer a structured cataloguing organised by category (Recorder, acquisition system,
Sensors etc..), subcategory (example for sensors: temperature, pressure, position, flowmeter etc..)
and model. In order to obtain a perfect traceability for all the components, FTIManager maintains
a complete history of the main events occurring like: Purchasing, Movements, Trouble
encountered, Maintenance and repair, Software update, Calibration and validation. The user can
attached all the relevant external files at the model level (User or technical  manual,  pictures
etc..) or at the equipment level (Calibration certificate) and these files are accessible just by a
double click.
An unique ID is associated to each equipment and the corresponding bar code tag can be easily
printed and stuck down on the equipment in order to allow a quick item identification with the
appropriated scanner.
A  search function base on multiple criteria is available at the model and equipment level and the
result can be printed or exported to an Excel datasheet.
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

The user interface of FTI Manager is designed to help the user to define quickly a new
configuration or to modify an old one. The configuration definition contains not only the
information relative to the FTI components but also those concerning the numerical avionics bus
present on the aircraft
In order to offer an intuitive approach, the software represents the FTI in the form of a tree
representation, in a Microsoft Explorer type interface ( see Fig. 3)

Fig3 . Configuration interface

This interface allows the user to:

• Add  Move or Remove components

• Connect the output of one component to the input of an other one

• Access to the component configuration property sheet

• Upload or download equipment configuration

• Access the component/model data sheet

•  Attach/consult user file associated to the configuration (picture, mechanical drawing)

•  Compare graphically two configurations

These functions are accessible through menu or just through Drag and Drop for the movements
and input/output connections. Most of the time the device configuration through this interface is
much easier than the configuration through buttons and small display present on the device, so
the user will prefer this one . The error risk is minimised and the configuration stored in the
repository will perfectly reflect the installed one.
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CALIBRATION PROCESS

The goal on this function is to collect efficiently all the information necessary to the engineering
unit conversion. FTIManager offer the definition of the calibration different levels:

At the model level:

• All the equipment of this model is affected with the same calibration function
characteristics.

• This definition is stored once at the model level and are generally provided by the
equipment manufacturer.

• Periodic validations have to be done in order to be sure that the equipment is still within
the tolerance required.

At the equipment level (Unit calibration):

• Each equipment has its own calibration characteristics (attached to its serial number)
and the user assumes that the installation environment has no impact on the result.

• These calibration parameters are stored at the equipment level. They can be provided by
the equipment manufacturer or the result of a local calibration in the laboratory or
directly on the aircraft in partial chain.

At the configuration level (end-to-end calibration):

When the installation environment has a known impact on the result (Example: length of the
wiring) or if some helicopter components are involved in the calibration process (Example
control positions). In this case the complete chain calibration is performed on the aircraft:

• Each equipment has its own calibration characteristics but they are attached to a
specific configuration.

• These calibration parameters are stored at the configuration level, they are necessary
the result of a local calibration on the aircraft.

In order to optimise this process FTIManager provides an adapted user interface for different
situations;
The input value can be:

• Manually generated and read by the operator.

• Manually generated and read automatically by FTI Manager.

• Generated and read automatically by FTI Manager.

In the same way the output value can be:

• Read and entered manually by the operator.

• Read automatically by FTI Manager.
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In all the cases the measurement points and the calibration function are simultaneously
graphically displayed (see Fig4)

Fig4 Calibration window

DESCRIPTION FILES GENERATION

All the Flight Test Instrumentation description files used by the data reduction or analysis end
display software are automatically generated on a simple user request. During this operation all
the information relative to the sensors, numerical buses, acquisition and recording system are
merged to produce a complete and synthetic description allowing the parameter localization and
engineering unit conversion.

CONCLUSION

The FTIManager was initially introduced on the Tiger program and progressively deployed on all
the prototypes and constituted the central hub between the instrumentation team and the post
processing and analysis teams. The integration of all the instrumentation related activities in a
single user friendly tool has clearly demonstrated a positive impact by increasing  the Flight Test
teams’ productivity, minimizing human error and  reducing the time cycle . Simultaneously, the
better asset management induce by this tool has promoted an optimization of the resources usage.
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